F-WINCH
EASY ACCESS DEVICE

F-Winch allows to pull the wheelchair on a slope in a safe and comfortable way.

Lowered floor cars are getting very popular, but ramp slope can be steep, so the loading operation can be not as easy as it seems. F-Winch does the job on your behalf and it does it gently and safely.

Just connect the karabiners to wheelchair frame and adjust loading speed using joystick wheel.

F-Win is nicely integrated within your car and it’s designed to provide maximum confidence and safety to all passengers.
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UNIVERSAL WINCHES SUITABLE FOR ANY VEHICLE

REAR MOTOR F-WINCH

Different shapes allow F-Winch to fit tight spaces

FRONT MOTOR F-WINCH

F-WINCH COVERS

AVAILABLE IN DIFFERENT COLORS

BLACK

GRAY

WHITE
BESPOKE WINCHES FIT SPECIFIC VEHICLES

F-Winch is available in different shapes/sizes to fit every vehicle. It is nicely integrated within your car and it’s designed to provide maximum confidence and safety to all passengers. Thanks to its 5m. long webbing, F-Winch is also suitable for bigger vans equipped with long aluminum ramps.

STANDARD VERSION

WIRED ERGONOMIC JOYSTICK
connected via robust coiled cable.
Continuous speed control; Operation Wheel with auto-return on neutral position.
Our patent pending system allows to control loading speed and acceleration to offer unrivaled comfort and safety.

WHEELCHAIR CONNECTION BELT STANDARD VERSION

OPTIONAL

RADIO REMOTE CONTROL AVAILABLE!
Thanks to our unique software-controlled engine, soft start’n’stop feature is available also with wireless remote control.
Extra Buttons can be programmed to operate other devices such as door openers, docks, etc…

WHEELCHAIR CONNECTION BELT LONG VERSION

GENERAL FUNCTIONAL FEATURES
• Soft-start system avoids fall-back sensation
• Protection cover
• Detached control unit (SE)
• Integrated control unit (IE)
• Compatible with all wheelchairs
• Connection system with karabiner
• Webbing length 5 m. /16.4 ft.

GENERAL SAFETY FEATURES
• Automatic stop in case of blocking
• Automatic stop on run end
• Anti move-back system when stopped
• Anti-Overload sensor
• Emergency release
• Operating sequence required to avoid unwanted operation

“Y” Belt is available in two different lengths, in order to adapt to different wheelchair models.